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Many items can be purchased at Quality Sewing & Vacuum the day of class. Notions 
& accessories purchased during class get 10% off regular price and Sew Fun 
Members receive 20% off regular price. For details on becoming a Sew Fun  

member please contact any Quality Sewing & Vacuum. 

www.QualitySewing.com
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Student responsible for purchasing By Annie’s “Easy Does It” pattern prior to class. This pattern will be
available in the Bellevue store.

Student also brings:
1. Working knowledge and a capable sewing machine with needle down function and ability to sew 1/8”, 1/4”, and 3/8” seams. Bring standard sewing foot as well as zipper and zig zag foot or edge stitch foot. Bring walking foot or dual feed foot if you have one.
2. 1 fat quarter each of main fabric, lining fabric and coordinating fabric.
3. 1 piece of Soft and Stable cut to 18” x 21”, sandwiched and quilted with (main) front and (lining) back fabrics.
4. 1 size 4 or 5 nylon coil, single slide, zipper at least 15 inches long.
5. 1/3 yard of fusible interfacing such Pellon Shapeflex SF101.
6. 50 weight polyester sewing and bobbin thread in colors to match fabric and zipper color.
7. Scissors and thread snips.
8. Straight pins and Wonder Clips/equivalent.
9. Chalk markers, mechanical pencil or air/water erasable markers in colors to show up on your fabric.10. By Annie’s Stiletto and Pressing Tool.
11. Size 90/14 Top Stitch sewing machine needles.
12. 1/2” or 12mm bias tape maker.
13. Rotary cutter.
14. 2.5” diameter circle template or 2.5” diameter circle quilting ruler.
15. Student’s preferred method or tools to join binding.
16. Quilter’s rulers to accommodate 18” x 21”. Rulers 6”x 24” and at least 12” square is useful.
17. Pencil or Frixon pen to mark progress updates on your pattern.
18. Optional – Lightweight mesh for inner pocket and Fold-Over-Elastic to bind the top of the mesh.

Store will provide cutting mats, ironing board and iron.

Select sewing notions, tools, and fabric available for purchase in store.


